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              Aromatic recipes, middle eastern cultural elements and a unique experience is what the light house
              promises you. A sumptuous
              feast prepared especially for you by our in-house Arab chefs will want you craving for more.

            Our Menu
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            ABOUT US

            
              The Light House marks the entry into a delicieux Arab harbor on the Malabar Coast. The authentic cuisine,
              the dining experience,
              the smoke twirling above the Sheesha settles you for a warm and heartrending meal. Step in, relax and let
              the
              flavors blended with the milieu take you across the Arabian Sea and back.
            

            
              
                Sincerely, The Light House Keepers
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              We are open with our arabic sweets and a special menu curated from The Lighthouse to delight you and brush
              up your sweet tooth.
            


            Own a franchise
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          MENU

          
            Explore the vibrancy of Arab cuisine with a Manakish – an Arabic bread accompanied with our rich, creamy
            starters. The meat
            served is well done and perfectly cooked in the traditional spices. Top it up with savory Arabic desserts
            such
            as Baklawa or Kunafa prepared just for you.
          

        

        
          
            Cold Mezze

            	Hummus
                160 
              
	Hummus Beiruty
                200
              
	Muthabbal
                180
              


          

          
            Snacks

            	
                Hummus Bi ladan
                190
              
	Hummus Bil Lahme
                260
              
	
                Baatarsh
                
                  280
                
              


          


          
            Manakeesh

            	Jibneh
                
                  70
                
              
	
                Zaatar
                
                  70
                
              
	Lahme
                
                  70
                
              


          

          
            Platters

            	
                Fruit Platter
                350
              
	Hot Mezze Platter
                470
              
	Manakish Platter
                450
              


          


          
            Hot Drinks

            	Red Tea
                80
              
	Cinnamon Tea
                100
              
	Moroccan Tea
                120
              


          


          
            Juices

            	
                Watermelon
                100
              
	Polo
                120
              
	Mango
                100
              


          


          
          
        

        
          RESERVE TABLE
        

      

    


    
      
        
          
            OUR CHEF

            Our kitchen is lead by few turkish Chef who has been a part of the LightHouse Family, since the
              beginning. Together,
              we have reached the taste buds of a million people in the last few ours and we that success to everybody
              in
              the family.
            

            RESERVE TABLE
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          GALERY

          
            orne over a cup of coffee and grown to fruition with time, effort and patience, the Light House is set to
            appeal to your
            senses. The restaurant offers a rich view being nestled on a hillside overlooking NH-17 in Calicut. The
            place
            sprawls over 4000 square feet with driveway and ample parking. The lower storey caters exclusively to dining
            and the open-to-sky upper storey houses the gallery of ease.
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                All
              
	
                Salads
              
	
                Drinks
              
	
                Mezze
              
	
                Chicken
              
	
                Ambience
              


          

        

      

    




    
      
        
          SERVICES

          
            Exotic Arabic cuisine, personal service and relaxed ambience are all part of the Light House experience. We
            have aimed to
            create a place where guests can indulge in the best of distinct Arab lifestyle housed in nomadically
            inspired
            interiors. Wind down with a cup of tea, Sheesha and free flow of conversation.
          

        

        
          
            
              
            

            Food

            

            
              Our Menu is carefuly curated by Our Senior Chef Alizeh . Each of the order from the kitchen goes through a
              screening so that
              only the best reaches the customer. .
            

          

          
            
              
            

            Dishes

            

            We have new menus every year and monthly introductions. We keep quartely food taste sessions to take
              critic reviews
              on our dishes.

          

          
            
              
            

            Events

            

            We would be more than happy to host your next event, whether it be a birthday, an anniversary or a
              friend/family
              gathering. We also keep weekly gigs and standup comedys inviting the best artists. 

          

        

      

    


    
      
        
          REVIEWS

          
            We try hard on giving our best to our customers by having on of the best chefs in the world working in a
            hygenic a work of
            class kitchen. Below are few
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              Mohammed Junaise
            

            
              The Light House Restaurant is an authentic Arabic restaurant on Calicut Byepass. The place is serving
                delicious
                food and have a cosy ambience. The rates are on higher side.
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            Hafiz Mohd

            
              This is one restaurant that has got Arabic cuisine right. No parallels to this place, not in Kerala
                atleast.
                The decor of the place has a desert dwelling like charm to it, oh but the food has got a real middle
                eastern
                soul. Don't miss this one out.
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            Achuthan kp

            
              A friendly restaurant, well kept and decent food. Arabic not that I am very knowledgeable on this
                cuisine is
                good and tasty. Service is good. Ambiance good. Can suggest this for a family outing. A little far from
                the
                city center .
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            Biju Mathew

            
              The best Arabian food in town. Nice taste, wonderful ambience.
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              Shamal Sukoor
            

            
              Authentic means authentic. This is what i can say about this authentic arabic restaurant with syrian
                chef..
                Really awesome and highly recommended to all who like to taste arabic foods.
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              Priyanka Prakash

            
              The location itself helps the restaurant attain a different and special ambience. The interiors and
                lightings
                are pretty impressive. Arabic majilis floor sitting setup is also provided apart from the normal
                sitting.
                Food was tasty and well presented, a bit expensive though. They have provided enough parking space too.
              

            

          


        

      

    


    
      
        
          Contact us

          
            “It’s fun to get together and have something good to eat at least once a day. That’s what human life is all
            about — enjoying
            things.” – Julia Child
          

        

        
          
            CONTACT INFORMATION

            
              
                contact@tlhcalicut.com
            

            
              
                
                +9177366 88886
              
            

            
            Open from 11:00am - 01:00am

            Social media

            	
                
                  
                
              
	
                
                  
                
              


            © 2018 LightHouse Calicut.

          

          
            SEND ONLINE APPLICATION

            
              
              
              
              
              Send
            

          

        

      

    


  


  
    
      	
          
            
          
        
	
          
            
          
        


    

  

  
    	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      


  


  

  

  
  
